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Abstract
Understaading and improviq vision through fog and other scattering media has been

a aignificaat reaearch area during the Jut century. Sut.tamiallmowledge hu been
gleaned from various scientific and eqineeriag projects conducted in this period.
Still, impaired vision due to fog wredal havoc on the many forms

or transportation

that depend on vision as the primary aolm.'e of navigation and guidance information.

This thad& details an iDWJBtiptioa into the performance of aneral enhanced vision
techniques, determining their advantage~~ and disadvantaps when im&&iDg active target& through Cog. To support thia naearda, a low coat visibility 88D80r was desiped
to ..mt viBual c:hancterization of various marine adftetion fog

nenu.

This lell80r

was UBeCI during a serial of &eld trials to maluate the potential of visible and infrared
technologies to enhance vision through fog. One system, polarization difference imaging, was found to have superior characteristics and could be used to improve visual

guidance activities, such u helicopter operatiODS on the Grand Banb, in degraded
weather condi&ioas. A deaip of a dedicated hardware, real-time

~

acquisition

and traddng system hued on polarization difference imacing suitable for eahaneed
guidance activiti• is propoaed aad clilcuaed ia detail. Ultimately, this naean:h in'¥81Uptes the performaDce of aeveral enhanced viaion tecbnoJosi• iD . . aDd propo8fll

a solution that will improve ofFshore aviation in poor visibility conclitiODB.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
HaJf-61mm ahead, br ~ tmd lead, for the .nm i.s mO.Ur veiled-

Through Jog to Jog, br luck and log,

IGil

rou a.s Bering 1ailed•.•
Rudyard Kipling, The Sevm Sea

Since the beginning, man has upired to climb the highest mountain, dive •
neath the deepest sea, and trek to tbe far reaches of the earth in aeardl of fame,
knowledp, and wealth. Thro118hout IUs journey through time and space, man bas
traveled with nature, a compallion whose power is umi'valed by any creature on this

planet. From Robert E. Peary's and Matthew Henson's ttek to the North Pole to Sir
Edmund Hillary's and Tenzing Norgay's climb of Mount Everest; from Joha Cabot's
exploration of the new world to Yuri GagariD 'a maiden voyage into the vutDa8 of
space, aature baa been ever..preaent, coD&taDtly placiDg new cballeqaa and oba&ac:lea

in an attempt to impede man's epic journey.
Man's quest Cor knowledge and understanding requires the development of new
teclmolqpes which, in turn, place increa&ed demands on the earth's natural reaomaa.
Tbe iDcreued demand for uturall'BJun:es requires that . _ re80UI'C8I be extracted

1

2

Figure 1.1: The Hibernia Gravity Based Structure

from many of the most inhospitible environment..<; in the world. These harsh environments place significant demands on the technology and operators working in these
settings, resulting in an increased risk to the environment and to human life. Additional technologies must be designed to assist operation in these environments,
reducing risk and improving efficiency.
One harsh environment that has recently become the center of activity is located
on the Grand Banks of Newfoundland. In December 1997, Hibernia, a gravity-based
oil production platform, started production 315 km off the East Coast of Newfoundland. The structure has an estimated field life of 18 years with an average daily
plateau production rate of 135,000 barrels per day for the next 6 years [3]. Figure 1.1
shows the Hibernia GBS under clear weather conditions.

3
The north eastern Atlantic is also well known for the deDSe fog, high winds,
aevme storms and drift ice thM combine to form one of the worlds moat hostile
operating environments. In fact, the Grand Banks is noted as the foggiest place
in the world by the Guine88 Book of Records (4]. Dense advection fop form when

the

warm.

humid air f'rom the south meets the cold water& of the Labrador current.

Occasionally, the fog has been noted ao thick that it becomes UIUiaf'e to operate
crum [5]. Statistics gathered by ships over the last century iDdicate the peak fog
months and their frequency

or occurreace on the Graod Banb.

These results are

shown in figure 1.2. The fog, along with the other environmental hazards, make& the
Graad Banks a very cWiicult working enviroiUDellt ud introduces

sipifican~

risks to

the operators and their coD&tructs.
The traDBportation of workers to ofiRhore Rtrudures in Canada, such as Hibernia,
is regulated by Transport CanadL The regulations are sm~ly enforced to minimize

the tr&Dsportation risks that commuters face while trawling to and &om these ofFshore
facilities. The current laws regarding tbese tlighu state the approach mjnjma aa being
~ nautical mile and 280' above mean sea level [6]. The pllot cannot begiD his approach

mdta he has visual confirmation of tbe landing area outside the approadl

mjnjma.

These ngulatioDB reduce risk to c:ommuten by forciag the pilot to execute a

m •

ed

approach far from the rig, allowing time to perform the nee egary maneu'Ver&.
The major hazarda aRSOCiated witb operating under reduced viaibility conditions
is the lack of situational awarene111. Thick fop reduce the visual contrut of the aur-

roundiag environmeDt, obacuriag obs&aclea, forcing operators to make decisiODS baaed
on incomplete information. Advanced

&eD80l'

systems provide additioaal situa&ioaal

information, such as altitude, location, and enhanced scenery, permitting the pilot
to make more informed decisions.. Global PoaitioniDg Systems (GPS), be!tefh.up diaplays (HUDa), thermal imagers, aod m;Dim4!tef waw imagers are aevaal of the 1a!y

technologies used to increase a pilots situational aware~MB.

4
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Figure 1.2: Occurauce of< 1/2 mn V"lllibility (Modified from [58))

Lack of ofiBhore aviation resean:b, coupled with the strict replatory process, hu
so far prnented the use of theae technologies to change the current approach regulations. In time, however, many of theae teclmologi• will be incorporated iDto oflihore
aviation operation and will be deemed acceptable additions to 8igbt operations. The
actual proc:e. of dealing with the regulatory hUI'dlea is a complex ill1le and is beyond
the scope of this work.

5

1.1

Contributions of Thesis

In early 1998, three high inteDSity searchlights were installed on the helideck of the
Hibernia GBS. A joiat study performed by C-CORE and DREV (Defence Research

Establishment Valcariier) proposed that a visible fighting system would proVide the
helicopter pilots with a reliable visual reference to IUIIist a suca!lllfullanding (36, 16].

Motivated by the results of this study, this thesis inwstigatea the potential of sewral
enhanced vision techniques aimed at improving a pilot's ability to detect theBe types
of searchlights or other active targets under inclement weather conditions.

A detailed review of the literature bas been completed and preaeuted in Chapter
2. This review diacUBIIeS maay of the technologies aud approaches, beiag examined by
the scientific community, that focus on improving situational awareness under poor
visibility conditiou.
A novel camera-baaed visibility estimation system has been dadgned and tested
under exttewe Newfoundland weather conditions. The underlying algorithm baa been
designed using fundamental visibility theory developed throughout, this century. Comparisons between this system and commercial ofF-th.ahelf visibility senson show that

this system performs quite well under various fog mnditiODB. The algorithm, &ella)r
design, and test results are

pre~~en'ted

in Chapter 3.

One of the maiD contributions of this work is the field triall inwstigatiDg the ability of wrioua vision aenson to image active tarpts through marine fog. This study

usea the visibility 8811801' d-=ribed in Chapter 3 along with •veral other weather

measuremmts to help characterize the vision 88D80r performance. SeYeral infrared
and viaible imaging solutions are examined to determine if th&~e I)'Btems o&'er any
improvemeut to oftihore aviation and other operatiODS in poor visibility conditiODS.

This is oae oflhe premier s&udiea of enhanced vision Uuougb marine advection fog aad
supports the findinp of 8eftral other mala investigating enhanced vision performance

6
iD fog. One key conclusion determiDed duriDg this work

fi1III'IR8 that Polarization

Difference Imaging would be an excellent supplement to current guidance and navigation information. The details and results of the field trials are presented in Chapter

4.
A simple hardware implementation of the Polarization Difference Imaging system
is proposed in Chapter 5. This chapter de&ails the high level design of a compact,

lightweight system that will enhance navigation and guidance UDder poor visibility
conditions. Implementation and testing of this RyRtem is left for futwe work.

Chapter 6 contaiDs a summary and diacwBion of the future work that will further

reaearcb iD the field of offshore aviation. This thesis provides an iDitial step in d•
veloping research expertise in aviation operations on the Grand Banks and provides
direction for future work iD this area.

Chapter 2

A Review of Enhanced Vision
through Fog
Visibility and reaean:h topics asaociated with vision through the atmosphere has been

an adiw reaaarch area for the put three ceaturia Mach of the naearch towards definitioDS and governing equatiou, along with inwatiptioas detailing the propaption

of light through fog, has taken place during the finn; half of the twentieth century.
Eahaaced 'Vision, any technique that improves human vision, ia a much more

~

cent topic that baa 888D exteDSive work &om the 1960's onwards. Early naearch in
this area has been conducted by the military aad was generally claE&ed. AB t.ime
puaed, thee technologies started to find a place in commercial industry, resulting
in inaeued naearch activity adapt.ing Ulflle eahanced vision teclmologial

w many

diY81118 applicat.ioas.

This chapter repreaeata a review of the literature, pmvidiug the reader with iDaight
into the key works that set the &tap for enhanced vision and visibility reaean:b. The
di~K:1aioo begins

in the mid-1700's and pncn- to the

state-of-th~

teduaolopt!ll

being developed today. It should be undentoocl that there ia a colllliderable amount

7

8
of literature awilable on this very broad topic and oaly work that has bearing on this

research is included in the review. The review will bring the reader to the forefront
of current trends in enhanced vision and visibility research.

2.1

Fundamental Research

During the latter part of the 18"' century, Bouger, a French researcher, pn&eDted a
short chapter on the UaDspareucy of the atmosphere. This work waR followed by Lord
Rayleigh in the 1~ century, who dealt quite exteDsively with the scattering of light
by air and by other amall spherical particle& (2). The&e two works built a foundation

of knowledge for research into the visibility of objecta that. proceeded during the early

20"' century.
In 1924, KOfldunieder preReDted his work on the visual range of objects under various atmospheric conditioDS (9). He pJaJeDted the exponential decaying relatiooship

that exists between the extinction coef&cieot and the apparent contrast of objects, a
topic discussed in detail iD Chapter 3. The research by Kcw:hmieder ia fundamen-

tal beckpound theory for moat research regarding visibility and vision throqh the
atmosphere.

Research into imaging through the atmosphere increased dramatically duriDg the
war year& leading to the development of senson capable of estimating the extiDctj.o o

coeftlcient and, hence, the visual raage. Moat of the accepted theoriaa and additional

research completed during this period was bound iD a comprehemdw book by W. ·E.
Middleton titled VUicm Through The Atmo.tp/aere [2). The theories p:re&eDted in this
pubticat.ion, coD&idered by many to be the 'bible' of vision through the atmoaphere,
remain as importallt today as they were when the book was published badt iD 1952.

From the 1950's onwards, there baa been an incleased interest iD underatandiac
and modeliDg the propagation of elecUomapet.ic energy through the atmosphere.

In

9
1965, tJle Air Force Cambridge Reaearcll Laboratories published the book Handbook
of Geoplapit:/1 and Spt:Jt% Enuironmen&s, a collection of data, formulae, de&nitioaa,

and theories about the earth's environment [21). Included in this book are several
chapten dealing with atmospheric optics and the transmittance of electromagnetic
waves through the atmosphere. This publication is IMual mainly on experimental
data and indicaa maay of the tr&DRJDiaaion wiDdOWR &Del absorption bands preaeDt

ill the atmosphere.
The development of the transistor and advanced computing systems a.isted the
developmeat of computer models of the atmosphere. These models are capable of predidiDg the waveleugtiHlependem attenuation of electromapetic wave propasatioD

through particular atmospheric conditions. FASCOD, a software padrap developed
duriJlg the early 80's, is one example of an atmOBpberic modelliq package. FASCOD
was designed to calculat.e the radiance and trBIUIIIlittance of a medium with specific

applicability to the earth's atmOBpbere (22). The prosram predicts the impact oa
wavelengths, from the viaible to the microwave region, due to the seven principal
abaorben in the atmosphere. Other popular models include LowTraD, Mod'Ii'an, and
HiTran, each having their own specific chancteriatica.
The research conduded from the 1700's to the early 1980's provided the foundation for the development of advanced visibility seDIOIB and enhanced vision

teclmol~

gieR. The next couple of sections examine state of the art developments in visibility

estimation &Del enhaoced vision technologies in the visible to mUijmeter-waft regiODS.

2.2

Visibility Sensor Technology

This aection details many of the current treads in visibility estimation system& Some

of the older tedmologi• are presented briely with the main focus on the more receni
and curreatly used teclmologiea.
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The developmeat of 8eD80III capable of estimatiDg Uae visibility has come a loq
way &iDee the design of original transm;.nmeten nearly half a century ap. These
seDBOrs generally measured the extinction of light over an optical path of approximately 250'. The extinction coeflicient is related to the visibility via a mathematical
relatioD&hip discussed in Chapter 3. Tbeae devices are relatively expeusive to install
and generally require frequent maintenance and ealibration.
In tbe early 1980's, Edward Spitzer proposed that it

WBB

po&ble to estimate

the extiDctiOD coef&cient by measuring the amount of forward-scattered light (23).
These aenson, known as fonrard-acatter

&e11801'8,

have been exteD&ively tated to

determine their reliability in estimatiDg the visibility. An active aource &Dd detector
are mounted at cloae range and at specific &Dgles with respect to the horizoa and
each other. A publication by ToDD& &Dd Shifrin iD 1992 supported the idea that
theae senaon accurately aimate visibility (10). They state that visibility can be

accurakly estimated using a source rangiag &om 0.25,a:n to 1.061'111, dependiDg on
the angle between the aource ud detector. The forward-ecatter vildbilit,y aeaaon have
typically beeD employed, with inc:reamng frequency, at airports and aloag roadways

that experience frequent poor visibility conditious. In 1994, a simple fonrard-acatter
sensor desip was pubtished by Mill (11 ).

As science aad technology advaaced, other estimation methods were designed for
many diverse applications. In 1995, Bendix propmed aa algorithm for eati.matiDg

the visibility uaiDg a biP-ft!IIOlution radiometer opera&iag aboard aa eaviromneatal
sateUite (12}. This concept caa be used iD many applicatioas illcluding remote eavironmeDts were meaaurement

&eii80I'8

are DOt available. Another area receiviag increaRed

attention is visibility estimation from a moving vehicle. Two ditfereat me&hodl!l of
estimating the visibility from a highway vehicle were published iD 1998. Pomerleau

deacribed a method that measured the coatraBt of c::oasi8tem road features such as the
laDe markinp and road shoulders [13). The visibility wu correlated to the location
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of particular contrast lewis within the scene. Bta:h relied on Ule wavelet traosform
and various edp detection techniques, iDstead of dbect contraat meamrement, to ~
timate the visibility [14]. The key concept in this work relied on the fact that sharp,

well-defiDed edges usually correlate with high contrast areas. ODe again, this method
wu correlated with a measure of the visibility.

As imaging aenaora and computational technology becomes Caster and

le~~~

expen-

sive, these concepts will begin to see greater acceptance in muy commercial applicatioD&. While these papers indicate current trends in visibility research, a diacuaHion
of visibility and the theory in Chapter 3 provide Ule na

ary background for the

dewlopment of a new visibility flltimation system usiDg a simple camera-tarpt aetup.

2.3

Visible Imaging and Image Enhancement

lmap propagation through fog, along with reaeareh in imap enhancements pertainiDg

to aviation, visible imaging teclmiques ud visual flight aids all add value to the
ofiRhore aviation industry in Newfoundland. Theae \opics are presented in this section,
providiDg the reader with an overview of scientific trends and developments iD visible
imaging and imap enhancement through fQK.

The area of imap propaption throup a scattering medium ill an exteaaively
studied area with many models and theories having been developed to explain the aar

sociated phenomena. It is UDdentood that the propagation of electromapetic waftS
through

fos is dependent on the droplet

size distribution. Some wavelengths may

have better peneU&tion abilities than others depending on the speci&c conditiODS of

a fog mmt. When examining the visible spectrum, all wavelengths are generally attenuated equally by a fog. Specific wavelength advantaps do come into play when an

actiw source is carefully matched with a deteetor's peak &eDSitiYity, hence the reucm
for oraqe lights on au&omobiles. In 1984, Kopeib defined a relatioDship between
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the atmo&pheric Modulation Tramd'er Function (MTF) and the particle size distribution, stating that this relatimaahip playa a strong role in the wavelength dependence
of imaging through the atmosphere [24). Knowledge of the size distribution, along
with other characteristics of the foe nent, can lead to predictions of the best spectral
region for imaging throqh wrioua fop.
The work of Kopeib wu followed by BillloDDette, in 1990, who completed a aeri111
of research projects iDvestigatiug imaging through rain and fog. First, Billloanette
deacribed a method for calculation of the MTF iD an aeroao1 media [25). The calculation method exhibited good coDBiateDey when compared to actual measurement& A
systematic midation of the measurement wu completed iD 1991 when BiBDmette
conducted a series of testa to determine the Point Spread Function (PSF), related to
the MTF by a 2-dimeusional Fourier Transform, and the blurring efl'eds of fop (26).
The test re&ults supported the calculated MTF models. One conclusiou of this work
indicated that aermol blurring efl'ecta were neglible for moat fop. Sipifie&Dt blurring
was preseat for raiD and some advection fop with particle siz111 iD the range of lOOpm.

In 1992, a concluding paper by Biaaonnette described brightne11 and contrast reduction u a fwaction of scattering lcaea due to fog events [27]. Linalcena and Bohren
supported some of Bisaonette'a pndictiODB with their 1994 paper on the appearance

of the sun and moon as seen through in clouds [28]. LiDBkeDS and Bohren found that
the sun's disk could be aeen through Ule atmosphere when the optical depth wu Ifill

thaD 10 and that blurring would occur when the atmOBpbere contained a sipi&cant
number of larp paniclm at moderate optical depths. The contributioas of theae authors provide an extensive i.ovestiptioD into the impad; of raiD and fog on an imaged

acene.
Receatly, there haw been a number of papen pubtished on image euhancement
iD fog, specifically for aviation appHcatio1111. A paper by Oakley, published in 1996,

dealt with the enhaacement of images from a forward-looking airborne camera [29].
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Oakley claimed that the typical contrast enhancements uaed in imap proce-ing

does aot sipificaatly iDcreue the visibility iD a murky imap. He used this reuon

to warrant the developmen' of a new alprithm foaad on increasing the visibility
in images. This new algorithm estimated the percent acattered light and the percent
direc:i light incident oa eadl pixel ia the imaging 8eD80r. The percent weighting

for each pixel iR dependent on range information. A temporal filter was employed,
in conjuaction with the above algorithm, to reduce the impact of &ell80r noise and

improve the overall image quality. Oakley and SathP.rly published a second paper
in 1998 that described the details of their algorithm. The a.Jsorithm used a physical

model for the contrut degradation bued on the

~eories

of Kopeilra, Biaaoanette,

and othen [30). Experimeutal ftiiUits indicated that the algorithm worked weD for
haze and that it should work well for fog and cloud conditioas. No testiag has been

completed under fog and cloud coDditiou to date. The authom state that the image
quality is sigD.ificantly improved over traditional contra eahaacemeota aad tha& real-

time testing of this system over a wider raoge of conditions is plaaned for the future.
AD alternate imaging method used to enhance detectability of specific objec:ta
through a scattering medium was imaltipted in 1997. Engheta and Tyo inw.stipted

the use of polarization dift"erence imaging (PDI) to eahaace object contrast. (31]. The
idea was inspired by creatures that use light polarizatioua u a means to enhance
viRion iD highly acatteriDg media such as underwater. Tyo, in his doctoral thesis,

cleacribed the method of PDI aacl the inwstiptioaa that provided inllight into this
im81iag method [32). Tyo'a work inwlved the differeoce im"'ing of specially dadped

polarized targets immersed in a milk and water ROlution. PDI is eyamjned in chapter
4 and 5, along with aeftlal other imaging tedmiques, each focwJed on ~e iJnacing of

aa adiw target in fog conditiODB.
The di.sc:uaion now foc:uae& on various light aids deaignecl to improve otl'ahore
flight operations. One such aide is a luer approach system, desiped by Luerline
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Corp., used for

nigh~

approaches of fixed wing military aircraft on approada to air-

craft carriers. The pilot must 8y dilectly ink» the beam of this eye-safe laser lightiDg

system, adjusting his approach to the carrier based on the color and fluh..rate of the
incident light [33). Cougar helicopters conducted a series of trials in 1997 investigat.
ing the potential of this system to alllist approadls to ofFshore oil structures (34].
Tests indicated that the system 8lllisted approada• in both day and night conditions

but that additional testing was required to understand the performauce in restricted
visibility conditions. It was noted that the major obstacle facing this approach system would be of a regulatory nature. 'Jh.Dsport CBDada, the regulatory body, bu no

regulations regarding this type of approach. Sip.iic:aat reaoureea would be required

to develop an approach 1l8ing this technology with no guarantee that it would reduce
the existing approach minima.

DERA, a l'ell8&lda orpnization locat.ed in the UK, baa spent considerable niiOUI'Cfll
inwstigatiug c6trereDt approach teclmolosies directed at improving otfabore aviation.
This group published a review of their investipUoDB at the 1998 Consortium for Offshore Aviation Reaean:h (COAR) meeting (35]. In this report, DERA diacuales their

imestiptions into the 1118 of high inteDiity ligb&a mounted on the edp of the landiDg
area, wi&h particular interest of improviDg Digbt lights. Their SadiDp indicated tbat
the lights were unsatisfactory due to glare and relatively high ambient light levels
related to the preaena! of many oftBhore rip. Detailed iDwstiptions into advantages
searchlights provide under daytime fog conditiODB were not coaducted.

In 1996, Bialoundte dewloped a model that predicted the detectioa range of a
searchlight as a function of visibility aod seardilight photopic radiaace (36]. Sim~

tions indicated that a aearchlight would be detected at a rup approximately three
times greater thaD the c:urreat daytime 'risibility iD optical depths greater than 10.

The model wu wrified at the Defence Reaearc:b F..tabli•hmeat Valcartier's (DREV)
aerosol test facility in Quebec, Canada. Experimental results supported the models
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predictiona but found tha~ searchliPts were seen a~ a ruge

sreater than the model

predicted. This wu a'tributed to the Jadt of acattered light from the

BUD,

a very

significant factor, that would normally obscure the observer's vision. Bissonne't.e
sugpsted that testing should occur in na,ural daytime fog conditions to further

su~

pori the aceuracy of this model. ID support of Bialonaette's conclusions C-CORE, a

researcla and development company baaed in Newfoundland, continued the inveatiga.
tioo of high powered searchlights as a approach aid in daytime fog conditions. Hart
and Piercey conducted preliminary inVP.Stigations into the efrectivene88 of aearclillghts
in fog, recording b&Miine data under clear conditions (37). Additional ftlleai'Ch in "real

world" conditious is required to support &he Bilaonnette model's predictioD&.

2.4

Enhanced Vision Trends

Enhanced vision is viable 10lution that will improve aviation iD poor visibility conditiODS. The development of an aU-weather peaetratiag imacing sys&em baa been

goal of maay researcbers worldwide. Exteusive reaearc:h in this area began with the
military in the 1960's and hu

con~ued

to gamer attention in commercial indudry

today. Infrared, millimeter-wave, and range-gated laaer imaging are just some of the
teclmologies

tba~

seek acceptance u a supplement thM will enhance vision through

fog. These &yatems, each with their advantaps and disadvant.aps, have undergone

sipjficant testing ill recent yean that characterize their perfomumce under fogy
conditiODS. A review of enhanced vision technologies and eurrent reaearc:h tnmds is

preaeDted in this aection with the maiD empheejs on enhanced vision darougb fog.
High-level design and strinpnt specification of enhanced vision systems baa

p~

vided researcb with direction and support neceasvy to guide this rapidly advancing
field. Sete:tal papers haw identified many of the fundamental objecUw& of an enhanced vision system designed for dle civilian aviation iDdustry. Larimer, iD 1992,
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specified the three main criteria !or a syatem desigDed to "f!IPJfi' through the fog u being guidaDce, hazard detection and hazard recognition [38]. He commented OD the two
primary eDhauced vision technologia~, infrared and m;mmeter-waw imagers, stating

that infrared imaging systema typically have good spatial ra10lution but poor weather

penetrati.Dc ability wherea& the mmjmt!W-wave imapra have excellent weather penetration but poor spatial n110lution. This ia a commonly understood and accepted
sta&ement within the enhanced vision industry. Larimer iDdicated that the optimal

enhanced vision solution will stem &om the fusion of the two imapag systems.

The concept& identified by Larimer are supported in publications by NASA in
1993 and Kaiser iD 1994 [39) [40]. Kaiser points out that the key dift'erence between

military and commercial aviation applications is the level of acceptable risk. Civilian
aircraft have a very low tolerance of risk, much lower than military aircraft. Another
major difFerence bet.ween the miliiary and civil aviation is that aolutiona for the latter
must be coat-eft'edive and add value to the company due to the competitive nature
of commercial flight.
Sweet augmented the knowledge of high-level sensor performance issues with her

1996 paper and supponed the idea that lell80r fusion betwm mUUmeter-wave and
infrared systems would typically provide the opUmal enhanced vision solution (41].
Sweet diacu.sBed some ianlea related to the image fusion and image registration, a
key component of fusion. The general trend towards 8ell80r fusion is supported in a

1997 article on FLIR Sya&ems' approadl to the fusion concept (42). As other groups

researda the !uaion of multiple &eDSOr inputs, the idea of aa all-weather penetrating
aviation 10lution ia near hemming a reality. Next, some of the specific &eiiiOr aolutions

that have sought to improve vision through fog and other poor weather conditions
are enmined.
lDfrared (IR) imaging hal long beea thought of

88

the Dy to imaging tJaroup

fog though JDa111 field trials have iDdintted otherwise. The auWilotive industry bas
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been inw.rested in the

UBe

of IR systems as a night-time driving aid and ablo as an

enhancement to vision in poor visibility conditions. To charaderize the performance
of these systems under foggy conditions, several groups have conducted extensive
studies under a wide variety of meteorological conditious.
Ia 1994, Beier at al. conducted aa ext..asive study of IR senson and their potential
81

an enhanced vision aide for driving in fogy conditioas [43). This study included the

modeliag of IR propagation using LowTran, the measurement of fog characteristics
such as visibility and droplet size spectra, and a series of &eld trials involving many

difFerent. imaging seuson with both paaDft and active targets. There were a number
of major coDclusiou drawn from this project dealing with IR im81ing

throush

fog

from an automotive penpective. Finlt, Beier commented that an incre&lled visibility
in the IR could be achieved by matching the peak-emissivity of an actiw target with

the peak-deteaivity of the imaging sys&em. Thia is key if the imaging &yldem is
designed t.o imap the IR sipature of special car headlights bett.er than the human
eye. Second, the IR spectral nuage is not
only in special caaes such

81

81

good as visible iD rain or snow. Finally,

light fog or haze, is the IR visibility better than the

visible.
A thorough

~iew

or vision enhancement teclmologi•

was complied by Denes

in 1995 [44]. This included a 8UIIliiW'Y of both military and commercial research
completed at the time of publication. One major discowJry by the military found
that there are two types of fop, wet and dry. UDder dry fog conditioDB, IR imaging

syatema provided a sut..wltial improvemeat mer visible imaling systems. UDder

conditiODS with 250m visibility, IR visibilities of 2 km were measured. Under wet
fog conditioaa, both visible and IR imapl were similarly degraded. This illumates

the depeadeuc:e of JR imaging

OD

the liquid water content of the optical path. Jn

his review, Denes deacribed many difFerent types of detector materials and imagiDg
systems, providing a IIWDJil8I'Y of the current trends iD IR imaging. This review
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quickly brinp the reader up to speed with current iDfrared enhanced vision research.
A paper presented by Lane in 1995 examined \he beuefita of imaging in the shortwave region as oppoeed to the visible and near 1R regions (45).
and under low visibility conditions, the

signal-t~noi&e

At long ranges

ratio and image quality was

superior in both theory and experimental evidence.

In 1998, another io'YBitigation wu conducted that evaluated the use of thermal
imagers as an automotiw enhanced vision system. The experiment completed by

MacCarley was less exteaaive than Beier's experimeot but did attempt to examine the
use of IR cameras in fog [46]. During the experiment, MacCarley tested a aeries of IR

cameras under Digbttime and light fog conditiOD&. Very little testiDg was completed in
dense fog conditions. Results of the experiment under light fog conditions indicated

that the IR cameraa provided good surveillance capability but only comparable to
visible imaging.
ID general, experimental evidence has shOWD that thermal imapag systems provide
little or no

advan~

to imBiiag through fog. Testing carried out by independent

groups have indicated that the imaging of palllive targets is equal to or worse than

tha& of standard visible imaging. The potential of 1R systems to image actift targets,
UDder dense marine fog conditiODS, is examined in Chapter 4 to validate and expand
the findinp in these studies.
Significant

niDurce&

have been focuaed on the development of millimeter-wave

(MMW) imaging systems. These systems have excelleat fog penetration abilities, due
to the low aUeu.uation of long waveleqtbs, but haw relatiwly poor spaiial reaolution.

The poor spatial resolution limits their efFectiveneRB as an independent eahaoced
vision &echnology but, when combined with other imapra and fusion techniques,
may provide a aolutioD to reducing weather related delays at airports.

Horne clisc:laed the results of sewral flight trials conducted usiDg
imaging sensor

811

[41]. The MMW imap was not noticeably degraded

In 1992,

active MMW

by low cei1inp
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or other poor visibility conditions. This work was foUowed by Bradley in 1993 who

stated tlaat MMW syatema currently had the abllity to image airports and their
surrounding environment in poor meteorological conditions (48). The area of MMW
imaging has seen some major companies promote and develop various types of MMW
imaging BeD8018. In 1994, 'rhermotrex anoounced tha' they had developed an imaging

radiometer for aviation application (49), further adding to the momentum of MMW
research.

In the early 1990's, the research focus of MMW imagers diverged into several
paths. Work continued on the imaging radiometen but a major emphuia was placed
on the development of a P181iw Millimeter-Wave (PMMW) Camera. ID 1995, Shoucri
presented some of the adYaDces PMMW imaging bas made over the last couple of
years that has facilitated the development of a manufacturable economic camera [50).

This camera, as presented by Yujiri in 1997, operates at 89 GHz, is capable of real
time imaging, aDd has a focal plaae array CODSistiDg of 1024 pixels (51]. Fomaca,

in 1998, diacusBed some of the flight teats and stated that the camera gave excellent

aU-weather penetrating ability (52}. The current focus remains on the optimization
and further flight testing of tiUs system.

Another teclmology currently beiDg inwstigated as an enlumced vision tool is a

laser-based, range-gated active imaging system usiDg an eye-safe laser u the active
source. Bonnier and LarochPJie, 81110ciated with DREV in Canada, pn&eDted a series
of papera on the dnelopment of ALBEDOS, Airbome Luer Baaed Enhanced Detec>
tion and OIB!rvatioo System [53] (54). Geaerally, Bonnier and Luoc:helle found that

this system had better fog penetration capabilities, especially when the targets had
retrorelectiw properties, and had better imapag resolution than thermal imagen.
The major drawback to this system

W88

the fact that the 1aaer eaeqy had to

pro~

agate twice the distance as that of other pa&llive imaging sys&ema. Additional field

trials under a broad range of conditions are planned lor the future.
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There are maay tecllnologies designed to improve ud enhance vision throup
fog spanning from visible imaging to millimeter-wave imaging. Each system has
advantages and disad'YUltages with n!lpect to their imaging performance and the
specific details of their application.. Until the time when these aensor systems become

sophisticated enough to permit flight in zero visibility conditions, .:ieace will continue
work in the area of enhanced vision Ryldem.s.

Chapter 3
A Ca1nera-Based Visibility Sensor
This chapw deacribea the deaip and dewlopment of a camera-based visibility estimation system. Visibility is one of the fundamental featule& of a fog neat and
its measurement is key to ft&luatiDg imaging system performance under these con-

ditiODS. This &eDBOr system is coDStructed usiDg a simple black and white target iD
combination with a video camera. The contrast of the black and white target is mea-

sured and the visibility is calculated based on flltablished theoretical reJatioD&hipa.

In support of the validity of the camera-target system, a diacwiJion of visibility and
it's relatioiUibip to conVIIBt is preaented.

3.1

Visibility Theory

The term visibility, in ref&ence to daytime viewing conditions, has takea on a aumber
of me•ninp

CM!J'

the years. According to Hwu:hke, daytime visibility il the greatest

distance at which an observer can diacem a pmminent dark object from ita bar.kpound
with the waaided eye [1]. This term is rather subjec:tiw, u it is obaerver..cfepenclent,
and hu led the scientific community to produce more de&Ditiw terms.
lD Middleton's treatsie, Virion 77arougA 77ae Amao.tphere, the visual ranp is cfe.
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tiDed as the range at. which an object of definite size aad shape caD be seen [2). 'I'hi&
term mabs no 8111111Dptioaa about the object other than it lllU8t be of rea10nable size
and shape relative to its distance from the observer. Hence, the visual range, V, is

V

00
= .!..~og.l
1
c:ro
E

(3.1)

where c:ro is the extiactioo coefficient, Co is the object's inhermt contrast (no attenuation) with the sky as the background, and

E

is the observer's minimum contrast

detection threshold. As is evident in Equation 3.1, the visual range is simply the

visibility exprMI8d by an equation.
The meteorological range is de&ned as the range at which an observer, with a
minimum detection thnahold of 0.02, can detect a reaaonably sized blade object.
For a black object, Co

= -1 aad E = 0.02, Equation 3.1 becomes an estimate of Ule

meteorological range, denoted

Vi,

Vt = .!.~og.l-=!_1
C7o

0.02

= 3.912

(3.2)

CTo

Estimates of the visibility and visual range are somewhat ambiguous due to variatioaa of difl'aent: observer's minimum detec&ion thresholds. The minimum detectiOD
threshold is the minimum contrast required for an ot.erver to detect an obael ved

target. For example, an observer with a minimum detection threshold of 0.02 will
conclude that the visibility is greater than an ot.ener with a tbreahold of 0.05. Due
to this variability in de&ection tm.bolda, two ohBervers cao estimate differeat visual
ranges under the same meteorological conditioDB.
Laboratory and field experiments haw been conducted to de&ermine the typical
minimum detection threehold for the average bUJIUID. The measured value tends to

fall within the ranp of 0.02 to 0.05. In most modem visibility &eii80l'B, a

COIIIIelft-

the value of E = 0.05 is used as it correlates well with visibility ~ues reported in
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meteorological ob&ervatiODS [8, 36, 17]. The visual ranp becomes

v=

3.00
(3.3)
ao
One of the key facton determiDing ao obaener's ability to detect ao object under
various meteorological conditions ia that object's contrut. The ol&t ved contrast of
a target is defined as the incremental difference in luminance betwm a target and

it's background [7]. In essence, the contrast of an object can vary &om -1 to some
"Very

large value, as would occur when observing a bright light duriDg a black night.

During daytime viewing mnditiODB, the contrast of an object will very rarely exceed
a value of 10 [2). The trivial case occurs when an object and its background emit or
reftect the same radiance, resulting in a zero contrast. The mathematical expression

for an object's inherent contrast, contrast u seen through a wcuum, is given as
(3.4)
where L 0 ia

~be

object's lumiDance aud L, ia the background's )nmjnance. When

viewing this object through an utenuating medium, such aa air, the object's apporent

contrast is a function of both the range and the extinction coeflicient of the optical

path. The app&rent contrast,

c., ia defined by
(3.5)

where R is the di&Wace

'*lft!!ell the obaener and

~he

object. It is undentood that

this relatiollllhip applies whea the extinction coe8icieat is coastaot

8CIOI8

the entire

optical path.

A term hquemly used to c:hanM:terbe the &Ueauating cbanderiaUca of a medium
is known as the optical depth. It represents

~he

scattering and absorbing efl'ects of
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molecules, water droplet&, particles, ek., preseat in the atmosphere. The optical
depth is the exponent tenD in Equation 3.5 and is provided below.

OD= -a.R

(3.6)

This concludes the diacuarion of humao visibility and associated terminology nec-

eawy for undemandiDg the visibility sensor design preaen&ed in the followiug sections. The next section discusses the theory of the camera-target setup WJed to
estimate the visibility.

3.2

Camera Estimated Visibility

One objective of this research is to evaluate the performance of various enhanced
vision systems as they image several active targets under difFerent fog conditions. The
need to quantitatively

BIBB

the visibility of each fog event, independent of typical

human obaener variatiODS, is important as it forma a bue'ine measure required for

enhanced vision performance evaluation. The camera--based visibility measurement
system is a low cost 10lution that provides an estimate of the average optical depth,
and hence visibility, of the teat range. The following di8cuaaion subatantiatal the
ftlidity of this &yBtem.

3.2.1

Estimation Theory

In the context of this thesis, the visibility is estimated by measuring the contrast
between a Yrpt aad ita background in a digi&al image. These GpJJGrent coatrast

measurements are related to the extinction coef&cient, and hence visibility, in a fashion
similar

to the presentation in Section 3.1. This section supports the argument that

visibility can be estimated via digital imapl of a specifically desiped black aad white
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target.
As presented in equationa 3.4 and 3.5, the apparent contrast is related to the
inherent contrast via the atmospheric attenuation, and both are, in tum, related

to the optical depth and visibility. It is evident that if the cappat etll and iftlaermt
coatrasts, along with the distance between obaener aad taqet, are known, one could
calculate the extinction coeflicient, and hence the visibility.

In order to justify using an electronic imaging system iD place of a human observer,
a brief diBcwldon of perceived contrast is required. The material which follows is based
on the theoretical dewlopmen&a found in many texts (55, 56). The human eye can
adapt to an enormous raqe of light illteD&ity lnels illustrated in Figure 3.1. During
daytime viewing conditioDB, photopic vision alone hu a range of

to'

milUlambert.

The visual syatem doe& not operate over this entire ranp simultaneously, rather, the
eye adapts to a specific RCeDe brighmam, the lwi;&tneu catlcaptation

level or Ba ill

Figure 3.1, and has a dynamic nmge of apprmdmately 2.2log Wlita about this point.

Gonzales aad Wintz indicate that this

l'llDp

is comparable with the range achie~

by electronic imaging syatems (20]. A second major difference between an eye and a

camera is the difFerent aenaitivity to wavelength. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 illustrate the

typical waftleqtb aensitivity ditFerencea between an eye and a CCD camera. The
human eye is senaitive up to approximately 700 mn with its peak sensitivity around

550 nm. The CCD camera, on the other hand, is &eDBitiw up to 1000 mn with its peak
8ellllitimy around 500 nm. For the purpo8l!8 of thiB visibility III!DIIOI', thEM clUFenmc:es
are neglicible u the imapd

~

is a c:onstaai black ud whi&e. Ally aubatantial

deviatioDB betweea the eye and a typical c-.amera are reduced via calibntion diacuBEd
later in this chapter. An additional poillt in support of replacing an obaerver by an
imaging system is the fact that these systems ha.e been deaiped to mimic humaD
vision u clc.ely as poaaible. Tha~e arpmeDts sugest that the 111e of a digital camera

in place of a human obaerver is acceptable.
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Figure 3.1: Brigbtnsa Adaptation (Modified &om [20])

The contrast equatioDs dewloped ia Section 3.1 CBDilOt be directly applied for UE
in this visibility estimation &yldem.

Tht~~e

equatious are dependent on the perceiwd

contrast of an oblerver, not the pixel intensity of an image. It is necnsary ~ develop
a similar set of equations that account for atmospheric attenuation but depend on the
intensity contrast in imaps. The AJJPGrml contrast of a digital image,

C!, is defined

88

(3.7)
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Figure 3.2: LuminOBity {Modi&ed from (19])

where 7o ill the object's pixel iDteDaity and-,. is the badcgroUDd's pixel iaW.DSity.

The inherent contrast of the target in a digital imap can be calculated baaed on
Equation 3.5 by substitutiDg V. for

c..

The equation for the inheftnt contrut,C!,

in a digital imap ia

(3.8)

Equalion 3.8 is the fundamental equation for amma&iag the visibility using any
camera. The apparent coutraa and the camera-target distuce, R, are Jmowa quantities that can be caleulated. The next aection provides a detailed dMCription of
the test aetup, the calculation of
system.

a., and the calibration of the villibility eatimation
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Figure 3.3: Typical CCD sensitivity (Modified from (19])

3.2.2

SeDSOr Calibration

Visibility, as defined in Seetion 3.1, is baaed on an obaener'a ability to detect a
black object of reuonable size apinat the horizon. The visibility estimation system
developed in this reaearch pmject relies on the concepts of visibility theory, but 1181!8 a

digital camera aa opposed to a huma ohaea: vet. This section deacribea the teat setup
used to quantify difrereat atmospheric coaditioos during the calibration trials.
A digital video camera is used to capture imapB of a painted black aDd white
target under varioUB atmoapherie coaditiona. In additioa, targets rep1

w'ting the

three primary colon, red, peea aad blue, haft been plat:ed aloapide the larpr black
and white target. The colored tugeta asaiated an inwatiption into the attenuation
of fog on diff'aeat wavelengths of light. The colored tarpts, shown in Figure 3.4, are
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Figure 3.4: Visibility estimation target

not used in the visibility estimation process.
The black and white target is painted on a piece of 4'x8' plywood. The white
border, used as the background in the experiments, is approximately 9" wide. The
target is located on the ground oriented

a..<>

shown in Figure 3.4.

Images of the target are captured at ranges of 66m and 102m under both clear and
foggy conditions. This determines the impact of range on the target's contrast and
the validity of the of the equations developed in Section 3.2.1. Ideally, there should
be no noticeable differences in the visibilities estimated from the two different ranges
under similar meteorological conditions.
The St. John's International Airport was selected as the calibration site due to the
proximity of commercial visibility sensors. Two forward scatter visibility sensors, the
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Belfort 6210 and 6220 (referred to as 81 and B3 respectively}, record the extinction
coef&cient at one minute intenala. The

aeDIIOr8

are located betoweea the two active

runways in the middle of the airfield at a height of 13 feet. 81 and 83 are separated by

100 feet. The camera-target system is located at the edge of the airport's restricted
area, approximately 2km from the

RP..DBOrs.

The distaDce between the

and

&eDBOrs

camera setup doe& introduce error, due to the inbomopneous natue of fog, but
this was unavoidable. The extinction coef&cient data was provided by Environment
Canada.
The extinction coeflicient data permits the calculation of
of the black and white target.

C.

c:, the inhereat contrast

is measured &om the imap, R is either 66m or

102m depending on the camer..target distance, and a 0 is measured by the visibility

sensors.
The calculation of~ was bued on measurements taken

11:~11:52

am February

23, 2000 under wry clear coaditiou. A plot of the visibility va. time for February 23 is
provided for reference in Figure 3.5. In this figure, there ia a

RigDifican~

diacrepaDcy

in the visibility readinp between &eDBOn Bl and 83. Sensor B3 has recorded the

maximum Wlibility of 60km wbereu

8eD80I'

Bl estimated tbe visibility betweeD

~

40km. This discrepancy is due to the low leftl of the forward acaUered optical
signals (very high visibility) and alight calibration errors inherent in the visibility
seQIIOr&.

The visibility values conwrp quite nicely for lower visibility conditions.

The converpnc:e of the two visibility &eD80I'8 for low visibility CODditiODB is illustrated

in Figure 3.6. The impact of the dift'ereoce between the two visibility 8eD80I8 oa the
calculation of 0! ia negligible 1111 illUBtrated iD Table 3.1.
Computing the avenge value for

C: from Table 3.1 produca Equation 3.9.
~ =0.8036

(3.9)
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Figure 3.5: Visibility: Belfort visibility sensors, February 23,2000

Table 3.1: Calculation of

C~

To

!'b

C'a

C'

1.0054

40.82

204.93

0.8008

0.8051

0.0751

1.0077

42.81

211.61

0.7977

0.8038

0.066

0.0500

1.0033

40.82

204.93

0.8008

0.8034

0.102

0.0521

1.0053

42.81

211.61

0.7977

0.8020

Sensor

R (km)

a 0 (km- 1 )

euoR

B1

0.066

0.0817

B1

0.102

B3
B3

0

Equation 3.9 completes the calibration of the visibility estimation system. The
calibration process described above incorporates data from commercial visibility sen-
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Figure 3.6: Visibility: Belfort visibility sensors, January 12,2000

sors and accounts for errors associated with different cameras and between the camera
and human vision.
The next section describes the algorithm designed to extract the targets from
foggy images and to measure the intensities of the various regions of interest.

3.3

Algorithm

The visibility algorithm presented in this section is designed to extract and measure
specified regions of intere,st (ROI) from a sequence of digital images. Grayscale images
are grabbed from a digital video camera and processed using the visibility algorithm.
The grabbed image is loaded into memory and the user is prompted to specify the
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Figure 3.7: Visibility estimation software interface

location, width, and height of the ROI within the image. The user can refine the
location and dimensions of the ROI until it is deemed acceptable. The algorithm
assumes that the ROI remains fixed throughout the current visibility trial. Should
the came.ra or target move, the ROI must be respecified. The user interface and
region selection process is illustrated in Figure 3. 7.
Once the ROI has been determined, the region is extracted from the image and
algorithm begins in earnest. The visibility algorithm is specified in Figure 3.8 is based
on the theory developed in this chapter. The algorithm for computing the visibility
from the ROI is written in C++ using the Matrox Imaging Libraries.
A typical histogram of the ROI, similar to the region indicated in Figure 3.7, is
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Vulibility Estiimatioa Alpritbm

Do{
Grablmage();

SpecifyROI()
}
Whlle(ROI is oot Acceptable? (Y/N));
Whlle(!KeyPreaa){

Grablmap();

ExtractROI();
Computellistogram();

CalculateAppanmtContrast();
ComputeVisibility();

OutputData();
WaittOSee();

}
Figure 3.8: Visibility estimation alprithm
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Figure 3.9: Target histogram in clear conditions

presented in Figure 3.9. The histograms typically have two major peaks with the
lower peak representing the dark region and the upper peak repre.w.nting the white

background surrounding the dark region. The apparent contrast is related to the
difference between the two peaks. As the visibility decreases, the distance between
the two peaks decreases exponentially as governed by Equations 3.2 and 3.8.
The next section describes the results of the visibility estimation system in comparison with the commercial visibility sensors used at St. John's airport.
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Figure 3.10: Visibility: Belfort sensors, 9:21am-10:21am January 12, 2000

3.4

Results

Visibility data wa..<; gathered from two commercial visibility sensors, located at the St.
John's International Airport, over a two month period. Plots of the visibility data,
recorded on January 12, 2000, are presented in Figures 3.10 and 3.11.
During these one-hour periods, images of the black and white target were captured
in an open area approximately 2 km from the visibility sensors. The images were

processed using the algorithm described in Section 3.3. The visibility estimated via
this algorithm is illustrated in figures 3.12, 3.13, and 3.14.

Figure 3.12 uses the

definition of the visual range to calculate the visibility whereas figures 3.13 and 3.14
use the definition of the meteorological range to provide estimates of the visibility
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Figure 3.11: Visibility: Belfort sensors, 11:07am-12:07pm January 12, 2000

(See equations 3.2 and 3.3 for details) . Comparisons between the commercial sensor
readings and these figures indicate that the meteorological range provides the best
agreement between the two estimation systems.
As stated in section 3.1, commercial visibility sensors use the visual range, not the
meteorological range, to estimate the visibility. Human estimates of the visibility, on
the other hand, tend to correlate best with calculations based on the meteorological
range. The camera system produces visibility measurements, in-line with commercial
sensors, when using the definition of the meteorological range. This makes intuitive
sense due to similarities between modern cameras and the human vision system.
Two small gaps are present in the estimated visibility data depicted in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.12: Visibility: Image Processing Algorithm using Equation 3.3.

These gaps are due to a visibility less than the distance between the camera and target,
and to water buildup on the lens. When the estimated visibility is comparible to the
camera-target separation, the target's contrast is reduced to zero and the visibility is
recorded as less than this distance.
Examination of the figures presented in the previous paragraphs reveal that there
are small differences between the commercial visibility readings and the estimated
visibility. These differences are attributed to various sources of error. One source of
error was due to the 2 km distance between the camera and the commercial visibility sensors. Spatial and temporal variation..., in the fog, which is an inhomogeneous
medium, produced small variations between the two sets of measurements. A second
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10:21 am

Figure 3.13: Visibility: Image Processing Algorithm using Equation 3.2.

source of error was related to moisture buildup on the camera lens. The camera was
encased in a waterproof enclosure except for the lens, which remained in contact with
the outside environment. Water droplets on the lens increased the blur and lowered
the estimated visibility. Nonetheless, changes in visibility were consistent between
both systems.
The theoretical and experimental evidence provided in this chapter support the
applicability of this camera-target system as a visibility estimation system. Testing
has been conducted over various meteorological conditions and over various ranges
and provide similar results as those in this section.
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Figure 3.14: Visibility: Image Processing Algorithm using Equation 3.2.

3.5

Recommendations

The camera-based visibility system has shown very positive re. sults and is a suitable
method for quantifying baseline visibility data. The results agree quite well with
commercial visibility sensors and provide a relatively simple, cheap solution capable
of autonomous visibility estimation. There are a number of recommendations that
will assist further understanding and development of this system.
In comparison to commercial visibility sensors, the camera-based visibility sensor provides a more robust spatial estimate of the visibility than those based on
the forward scattering principle. Forward scatter meters have a very short optical
paths on which to base their visibility estimates. Spatial and temporal variations
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may cause iDaccurate readinp. The camera visibility system is baaed on an optical
path apprcmimately 100 meters in length, incorporating amall spatial variations in&o
the estimate. Commercial visibiHty met.en account for small spatial variations by

temporal averaging. Ultimately, this difFerence is insignificant for most applieatioDB.
One problem noted iD Sectioa 3.4 was the buildup of moisture on the camera leD&.
This efl'ect is minimized by placing the camera in a weat.her shelter pnmmtiDg waa
buildup on the camera leas, reducing the blur aad increasing visibility estimation
accuracy.

This completal the discwllion on the deaip and development of a camera-baaed
visibility estimatioa system. It hu been shown, through aperimentation and analysis, that this system provides an accurate estimate of the visibility under various

meteorological conditiou. This system is employed to collect bueliae visibility data

for the inwatiption of enhanced visioa performaace diac118118d in the foUowing chap-

ter.

Chapter 4
Imaging of Active Targets Through
Fog
A major obstacle faced by helicopter pilots working ofFshore Newfoundlaud is the
frequent reduced visibility conditions resulting in lack of situational awareness. In
thick fog, the pilots fly based on infoi'ID&tion obtained &om iDstrumeDts such as radar

and GPS. Recently, three high-powaed aearclilights were mounted on the Hibernia
helideck in the attempt to help the pilot obtain a visual reference of the flight deck in
foggy conditions. Once the pilot obtains a visual lock on the landing area, be c:aa begin
the approadl or, if not detected, waw-ofl' and execute ami ed-approach. The original
motivation for this research sought. to understand the poteatial of various enhanc:ed
vision teclmologi• to improve a pilot's ability to obt.aia visual confirmation of the
landiDg area in fog. While this original motiwt.ioa remains intact, the applicability of

this investigation has expanded to include the automotive, mining, aud other hamh
environments.

This chapter examines the enhanced imaging of active targets using several different imaging modalities. Visible, short-waw IR, mid-wave IR, long-wave IR, and
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polarization diJI'erence images of three active target& under vuioua fogy conditioDB
are compared

~

determine the adYBDtagea and ctiaadYaDtaps provided by each sy.

tem. The key feature U8ed to assesa the ability of these systems to image through
fog is the contrast between a target and its immediate background. This feature,
the fundamental feature of a aearchlight or any active tarpt, hu been aelected to
facilitate the compariaon of i.mapl acroaa several spectral bands. This field study
garners experimental evidence indicating the advantages, if any, that various imaging
systems might provide to pilots flying to oflihore structures in fog.

4.1

Experimental Setup

The active target trials were conducted at Cape Race, a remote location on the BOutheast coast of Newfoundland that border& on the Grand Banks. This coastal region is

characterized by its extremely wet environment, marshy terraiD, high winds, and salt

air blowing in off' the cold Atlantic ocean. The teat site

WBI

selected hued on the

frequeut occurrence of fog and the similarity to the environmeDt faced by helicopter

pilots ftyiDg to ud from the Hibernia structure.
The experimental setup consisted of a transmit and receive site separated by ao
optical paUl approximately 800m long. The bac:kground terrain is marshy, containing
a significant amount of water and bog, and very little vegetation. The moist terrain
pfO\ides few thermal detaila due to the low thermal contrast aaociated with wet
environJDeng. The environment, combined with the

hiP

winds, provided a very

dif&cult environment for thermal imftling.
The transmit site was comprised of a power BOun:e and three active targets
mounted lm above the pound in aa open area expoaed to the elemeats. The receive apparatus was located ill8ide a house containing a window faciDg the ti'&DIIIlit

site. The window remained open throughout the duration of the experimeDt. Various
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Table 4 1·
I

I

WMth~

Condition&

Conditions

Temp(•c)

Clear Day

6-10

64~75%

20

30

Clear Night

1

89%

0

30

Thick Fog: Day

1

95%

~

0.1~.200

Moderate Fog: Day

5

95%

30-40

0.250-0.350

Moderate Fog: Night

1

94%

26-40

0.30()..().400

Rei. Humidity Wind(lan/h)

Visibility(km)

cameras and computer equipment were placed iDside the house to provide protection
Crom the inclemen~ weather. The optical path, between the tr&IUIDlit and receive aital,

was approximately 15m above mean &ea·level and parallel with the ground.
A number of measurements were recorded at the receive site to assist the characterization of the dift'erent fog events. The visibility was estimated usiDg the visibility
sen&Or designed in Chapter 3 and by a human obsener using various objects located at
c:Ufl'enmt ranges from the receive site. Also. a

digi~ video

camera captured visible im-

aps repreaentatiYe of the various weather conditions. The temperatUI'e, wind speed,

and relative humidRy were also recorded during the test period. These measurements
provided insight into the conditions UDder which various trials wme conducted. The
environmental data is presented in Table 4.1
TestiDg of imasiug system perfoniUIDce waa conduded over a broad reap of
weather conditions with emphasis placed on the daytime fog conditions. The im·

ape were captured over a aeries of three days and nights during April 2000.
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4.1.1

Active Targets

The targets used in this experiment were selected based on availability and practicality
of impleJDeDtation. All three targets were mounted at the transmit Bite, lm above
ground and 4m from each other.
The targets consisted of a 3000W oven element, two 500W quartz-halogen lamps
mounted aide-by-side, and a vertically-polarized 150W quartz-halogen searcblight.
Under clear dry condiiioas, the cmm element was red hot at full power. The element

was modeled as a blackbody radiator at approximately 900K to a&Rist understanding
the distribution of output power. The peak emission, around 2.5,an, aDd spectral
distribution of radiated energy £rom a 900K blackbody are illUBtrated in Figure 4.1.
Under degraded weather conditions, the temperature WBRlower than 900K due to the
cooling effect of the fog and high winds.
Quartz-halogen (QH) sources typically operate at a temperature of around 3300K.
The cune for a 3300K blackbody is shown in Figure 4.1. QH sources have their peak
emilllions around 1-21'm and

radia~

substantially more energy in the visible band

than a 900K blackbody. This fador is obaerved by notiDg the extreme brightness

of the QH lamps compared to the dull red glow of the oven element. A sipi&C&Dt
factor 118B0Ciated with QH sources UMd in thiR experiment

WBR

that they were con-

tained within an enclosure. The 500W lamps and the 150W aearchlight traDsmitted
their energy through a soda-lime glass weld designed to protect the sources from

the elements. A typical soda-lime glass lena provides substantial attenuation of wavelengths above 2.5pm aa shown iD Figure 4.2. The 150W searchlight bad an additioaal
polarizing filter mounted over its aperture, further incr=sing the attenuatioa of the
traDBmitted radiation. The visible energy radiating from the aean:hliPt was vertically

polarized to facilitate the polarization difl'erence imaging experimeut. The polariziug

&1m was specified u haviDg 40% tranamiadoo acna the visible spec:trum. The &1m
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Figure 4.1: Blackbody approximations of a 3000W element and a QH source

wa.."l not specified in the infrared region though it i"l expected to have an attenuating
effect. The QH model suggests that these sources will radiate considerable energy in
the visible and IR bands below 2.5J.£m.
An experiment using the infrared imagers, and various lenses, to create a crude
spectrometer was conducted to support the theoretical modeling of the active targets.
The experiment was performed under clear weather conditions with low humidity,
minimizing atmospheric attenuation. The experiment's sole purpose was to support
the theoretical modeling of the active targets described in the previous paragraph.
Atmospheric attenuation, although significant, was omitted on the basis that it would
be present in all imaging circumstances.

Thi"l omi"lsion would not be possible if
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Figure 4.2: Transmission Spectra for Soda-Lime Glass

the goal was to determine the exact transmission characteristics of the targets in a
vacuum.
The oven element radiated energy in the 1-2.5,um, the 3-5,um, and the 8-12,um
regions as expected. The two 500W QH lamps and the 150W QH searchlight radiated considerable energy in the visible and short-wave infrared (SWIR, 1-2.5,um)
regions but also- significant energy in the 3-5-J.tm regio-n. The images presented in Figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 illustrate the target's appearance under clear weather conditions
in different spectral b-ands. When imaged in the 4-5-ttm regio-n, the element was b-right
whereas both QH sources were faint but distinct. In the 3-5,um region, both the IR
so-urce and the QH so-tl:l'ces were b-righter than in the 4-5-ttm regio-n, as expected, due
to the camera's wider spectral b-and and soda-lime glass's increased transmissivity.
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Figure 4.3: Active targets in the 4-5J.Lm region under clear conditions

Figure 4.5, an image captured in the 1-2.5J.£m region, illustrates a large washed-outre-gion surrounding the source, indicating that transmissivity of the soda-lime glass lens
has increased dramatically. The increased radiant energy observed in the previous
figures support the target models created from blackbody theory and lens attenuation. The oven element radiated energy between 1-l2J.£m while the 500W lamps
and 150W searchlight radiated significant energy below 4J.£m. These measurements
substantiated the target models predictions and provided knowledge of the source's
transmission regions.
In addition to the transmi-,sion regions, each target directed a different percentage
of their total output energy at the receive site. Both the 500W and 150W QH sources
had mirrors that focused the radiation towards the imaging systems. The two 500W
lamps had a beam divergence of 120 degrees whereas the searchlight had a beam
divergence of only 2 degrees. Consequently, the searchlight delivered a much larger
percentage of its total energy to the receive site than the 500W lamps. The 3000W
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Figure 4.4: Active targets in the 3-5J.'m region under clear conditions

oven element, having no rear reflector, delivered a much lower power to the observing
system than the QH sources.
This discussion provided information regarding the output characteristics of the
active sources used in the field experiments. The next section describes the different
imaging systems being evaluated and some of their fundamental characteristics.

4.1.2

Enhanced Vision Systems

The field trials discussed in this thesis were designed to evaluate the performance
of several imaging systems in marine fog conditions. Visible imaging, polarization
difference imaging, and infrared imaging in several bands were examined as these
systems were readily available. The infrared regions examined were the 1-2.5J.'m,
1-5.9J.£m, 3-51' 4-5J.£m, and 8-12J.£m regions.
Both the visible and polarization difference images (PDI) were captured using a
digital video camera. The CCD array is sensitive to energy ranging in wavelength
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Figure 4.5: The 500W QH source in the 1-2.5JLm region under clear weather conditions

from 350-lOOOnm with its peak sensitivity around 500nm. The relative sensitivity of
a typical CCD camera is illustrated in Figure 3.3 of Chapter 3.
Polarization difference imaging, a second method examined in this work, involved
the subtraction of a horizontally polarized image from vertically polarized image.
Both the horizontally and vertically polarized images were captured using the visible
CCD camera described above. A linear polarizing filter mounted over the lens was

r~

tated through 90° to form these images. This difference image contained information
regarding polarization differences found in the scene, notably the vertically polarized
searchlight. Figure 4.6 illustrates the concept of polarization difference imaging. The
polarization difference image is formed via application of Equation 4.1.

pdl(x, y)

= I~(x, y)

-

I~(x, y)

(4.1)

As discussed earlier, the searchlight energy was polarized via a polarizing film

mounted directly over the searchlight's aperture. This film attenuated the searchlight
energy by approximately 60% in the visible spectrum, resulting in a transmission of
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Figure 4.6: The concept of polarization difference imaging
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approximately 40%. The film attenuated m'* of the horizontally polarized entqy,

which made up about 50% of the total output energy, and approximately 20% of
the vertically polarized energy. Another linear polarizillg film was mounted over
the visible camera's aperture. This filter, when oriented in the vertical direction,

atteuuated the vertically polarized light from the searclalight by an additional 209(,
and the unpolarized light &om the background a:ene by

60%. Overall, the signal of

interest is attenuated by 20% more than the ambient background scene.
One of the major advaatages of polarization difl'erence imaging is its iDhenmt high
common mode rejection. The horizontally polarized imap provides a sample of the
unpolarized sipals while the wrtically polarized imap captures the sigDal of illterest and a sample of the unpolarized signals. Subtraction of the two images provides
high common mode rejedion and facilitates the use of advaaced signal procellliDg
techniqueR. The development and implementation of advanced signal procwi.ng al-

gorithms are ouUide the scope of thia thesis.
Two infrared cameras, ODe ill the mid-IR region and one in the long-IR felion,

were examined during this experimeut.
The Mitaubiahi IR-U300Ml uncooled camera was uaed to imap the tarpts in the
8-12pm region under various conditions. The camera had a 320(H)x240(V) silicon
detector sensitive and a field of view of ±ts• ill the horizontal plane.
The relatively wide field of view and low image reROlution of the IR-U300Ml

p~

aeated a significant problem for the experimental aetup. Calculations illdicated that
the camera was capable of imagiq a taqet of 2.3m ill width at a rup of BOOm.
The
get

CMm

me.

element was 0.5m

X

0.5m, coDSiderably amaller than the minimum tar-

Under clear conditiolul, the element

Will

imapd

II

a 4 pixel2 tarpt but

was not visible under uy fos conditiODB. The tarpt was capable of beiDg imapd
under clear conditions due to the larp temperature contrast betwm the element
and its background. The temperat111e difl'erence wu sipifiC&Dtly les under fogy
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".f:',

Figure 4. 7: Long-IR imaging under clear weather conditions

conditions due to the water's cooling effect on the exposed element. Experimental
limitations, such as location of power supplies and extremely rough terrain, prevented
the camera-element di.,tance from being reduced. As well, the experiment was designed to examine the effectiveness of the enhanced vision systems to image a target
a half nautical mile away. The evaluation of the IR-U300Ml was inconclusive due to
the limited spatial resolution and the lens's field of view. Figure 4.7 illustrates the
oven element as imaged by the 8-l2JLm camera under clear weather conditions.
The Mitsubishi M700 mid-IR camera, in conjunction with several filters and lenses,
was used to capture images in four infrared bands in the SWIR and MWIR regions.
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The M700 had a platinum silicide detector with an operatiDg temperature of 77K.
The camera had a peak aeusitivity located at 2.5#JIIl and captured imapa of scenes
in several regions between 1.2,an to 5.9~m. The captured images were 640x480, 8-bit
grayscale images and were stored on computer for further pl'OCelllriDg and analysis.
The M700 had zoom capabilitifll permitting up to 8 times magnification. Two iDtemal
filters f'acilitated image capture iD the 1.2-5.9pm and the 4.0-5.9pm regioDS. A 50mm

Mitsubishi lens, with a horizontal field of view of ±?0, p . . ed 3-S,.am wavelength
energy to the imaging system. This lens in combination with the two intemal filters

allowed image capture in the 3-Spm and 4-SI'm regions. A 25mm Applied Physics
Specialties leu, with a horizontal field of view of ±2()0, pa•z II wawlength& between
1.3-5.91'111· A gh• filter was mounted on this leJUI to image in the 1.3-2.51'JD region.
In total, the M700 camera captured images in the l.S-5.9pm, 1.3-2.5pm, 3-Spm, and
4-Spm spectral bands. These regioDB correspond to several tranamialion windows iD

the atmmphere shown in Figure 4.8.

4.2

Imaging Results

Images were captured under daytime and nighttime conditious with the primary

interest in the daytime performance. 'liansport Canada regulations permit dayt.ime
helicopter flight& to the Hibernia GBS, establishing the need to evaluate the enhanced

visions syatem performance under daytime fog couditioDS. Experimeatal data was

collected and aaalyzed UDder nighttime fog conditioDS to support the daytime analysis
aad facilitate overall system cbaracterbation.

An ablolute comparison between the difFerent imaging systems described ahem!
was difficult due to the diversity of the cameras and tarpts involved. The salient
feature for comparison was determined to be the inteDsity coatraat between each

tarpt and it's badcgroUDd. The intensity contrast provided a

COIDIDOD

basis for
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Figure 4.8: AtmOBpheric tralulmiadon windows

comparison as each tarp\ was a large source of radiant energy albeit in difl'erent
spectral regiOD&. Other features, such as size and shape, could not be justified as

they were range dependent, see the diac:1&ioo iD Chapter 3, and were distorted by
the Cog.
The awrap grayacale intensity of each target was compared to the a'ft!l'age inten-

sity of the immediate backgroUDd and the local contrast calculated usiDg Equation 3.7.
The calculated daytime CODtraats between target aad badcgrouod for eadl imaging

system are iliUBtirated in Table 4.2 while nighttime cootras&a shOWD in Table 4.3. Several measurements were not captured due to iDcompatible tarpt.camera characteri&-
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tics, such as a visible image of the oven element, or due to accidental omissioiUI. These
measurements are repreaen&ed by a'-' in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. The data preeented in
Tables 4.2 and 4.5 has been normalized by the largast contraat in each column and
presented in Tables 4.4 and 4.3 for comparison purpoees. The contrast measurements
were based on an awrage of 5 images captured over a 1 minute time iDterval. The

temporal averaging served to reduce aenaor noise and weather variatioDS.
Daytime images of the targets were recorded ia 150-20010 viaibility but targets
were not visible. A helicopt.-.r pilot lying to the Hibernia structure in these conditions

would haw: to execute ami ed approach and return to St. John's. The imaging
system& examined ia this thesis provided DO visual enhallcementa UDder 15().200m

visibility conditions.

In many conditions, particularly clear day and night conditions, the visible imaging
system WBR saturated by the active target. Satura&ion limited the calcula~ contl8H
ratios to a small extent, depicted iD Tables 4.2 and 4.3, but not significaatly. Eumioation of Equation 3.7 showa that the domiDant term is the local background iatenaity
in the denominator. Clipping of the actiw target intensities iatroduced small errora

in the contras& calculations but was unavoidable due to lack of attenuating filters.

4.2.1

Visible Imaging

Visible imapag provided reasonable performance uader

niJbt

and clear day condi-

tions. During the clear day conditioDB, the contrast was limited by higher intensity of
the background, as illustrated in 'lable 4.6 though the lights were still quite visible.

Both the 150W and 500W QH sources caused the visible

&eDBOr

to saturate under

clear Bight conditions but still resulted in quite good performaace

1111

illua&rated in

Table 4.5.
The contrast ratio ranged 0.1-0.5 during the moderately fogy daytime conditions,
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Table 4.2: Day contrast measuremeuts

-

km

Syatem

1SOWQB

500WQB

3kWEiem

1SOWQB

SOOWQB

3kWEiem

Vulible

2.25

1.44

-

0.534

0.102

-

PDl

10.75

-

-

23.7

-

-

IR (1.3-2.5pm)

-

0.951

0.968

(2.19)

(2.19)

1.52

{5.97)

(5.97)

5.97

{0.114)

{0.114)

0.130

IR (4-S~oGD)

0

4.57

5.31

0

0

0

1R (1-5.9pm)

-

-

-

(2.38)

{2.38)

2.31

IR

()

0.~.350

Day-Vii:

Day-VII: 30 km

~

~

(3-S~oGD)

target& htJve metJerl due to blooming

target ROt captured

Table 4.3: N_ight contrast measurement&

NiPt ·VII:

Ni&bt -V~a: 30 kill

0.3QO.O.«l0 kill

System

lSOWQR

500WQR

3kWEiem

lSOWQR

500WQR

3kWEiem

VilibJe

24

24

-

7

6.36

-

PDI

20.30

-

-

12.5

-

-

-

-

-

(1.07)

(1.07)

0

IR (3-S#D)

(2.29)

{2.29)

{2.29)

(8.30)

(8.30)

(8.30)

IR (4-Spm)

0

3.24

3.28

0

0

0

JR. (1-5.9,.m)

{1.93)

(1.93)

{1.93)

(7.52)

(7.52)

(7.52)

IR

(1.3-2.5~oGD)

() -.. targm luave mergerl due

- ~ etJrget ROt captunrd

to 6looming
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Table 4.4: Normalized day contrast measurement&
Day -Vii: 30 km

Day -Via:

0.~.350

luD

System

1SOWQH

:iOOW QB

3kWEiem

150WQB

SOOWQB

3kWEBD

VJIIible

2.1

2.4

-

0.2

0.4

PDI

10.0

-

-

10.0

-

-

-

1.6

1.6

0.9

9.2

6.6

JR.(:W-)

5.6

10.0

10.0

0.1

0.0

0.1

JR. (4-5,...)

0.0

7.7

8.9

o.o

0.0

o.o

IR (1-5.9,.m)

-

-

-

1.0

10.0

10.0

1R

{1.~2.5f'ID)

Table 4.5: Normalized night contrast meaauremmta

N"Jiht -Vm:

N"tcflt -Via: 30 Jan

0.3C»>.«JJ km

System

1SOWQB

SOOWQR

3kWEiem

150WQB

SOOWQR

3kWE1em

Vilible

10.0

10.0

-

5.8

7.7

PDI

8.5

-

-

m (1.~2.S,..)

-

-

10.0

-

-

-

0.9

1.3

0.0

IR (:Wpm)

0.1

0.1

7.0

6.6

10.0

10.0

IR(.....)

0.0

0.1

10.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

IR (1-i.9pm)

0.1

0.1

5.9

6.0

9.1

9.1
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Table 4.6: VISible target-background intensity measurements

BacksrouDd

150WQR

Colltrut

&OOWQR

Contrast

CltwOay

76.1

247.5

2.25

186.0

1.44

Clear N"ap&

10

2SO

24

2:iO

24

Day: V• 0.250-0.3SO km

158.0

242.4

0.534

174.1

0.102

Nilbt: Vii 0.300-0.400 lcm

32.0

239.0

7.00

239.0

6.36

quite low when compared to several of the Mid-IR cameras and the PDI system.
Overall, the visible camera ranked ahead of the $.5pm and 4-51'JD

m cameras but weD

behind the PDI, 1-2.5pm and 1-5.9,m imaging systems under the day fog conditions.
Examples of these imageR under moderate daytime fog and moderate nighttime

fog are shown in figures 4.9 and 4.10 respectively.
Succead'ul detection of the active targets under the day fog conditions was noted
to be very diflicult wriag the human eye. On several occasions, the active targets

were readily identified oo video but required significant time to locate in the natural
environment. It is hypothesized that a computer vision system capable of target
detection and tracldug would add sigllificant value to ofFshore aviation in inclement
weather. Such a system would iDdicate a narrow region of interest, directiDg a pilot
to search this region for the tarpta. These results indicate that additionall'elleUda is
required to exll!Dine the ef&ciency of visible imaging in comparison to human imaging
of active tarpta in fog.
The chief adw.ntage of the visible camera is its simplicity and mature technological lewl. A suitable visible imacmg system can be purchased for several thousand
dollan aad integrated into an automatic target acquisition and tndring system with
the 1188istance of additional computing power. A sopiUsticated algorithm would be
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Figure 4.9: Visible image of active targets: Day visibility 0.250-0.350 km

required to autonomously acquire and track the correct target while rejecting other
bright targets such as the :Hare boom or bright patches of fog.

4.2.2

Polarization Difference Imaging

Based on the measure of contra..<rt ratio, polarization difference imaging was the best
imaging modality for the purposes of target acqui.,ition and tracking

ba..~d

on the

measure of the contrast ratio. In all weather conditions excluding the thick fog
conditions (visibility 0.150-0.200km), PDI achieved a contrast higher than 10, much
better than the other imaging systems whose contrast ranged between 0.5-3. The
PDI system had a contrast ratio of 23.7 during daytime fog conditions whereas the
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Figure 4.10: Visible image of active targeU!: Night visihmty 0.300-0AOO km

l.0-5.9JJm IR camera only achieved a contrast ratio of 2.38. The measured intensities
of the target and background in the PD image are shown in Table 4. 7
The high common mode rejection of the polarization difference system provided a
high contrast for imaging the active target daytime visibility ranging between 0.2500.350 km. This resulted in good distinction between the target and it's background,

providing an excellent base system for target tracking through the fog. The horizontal,
vertical, and polarization difference image under moderate daytime fog conditions is
shown in figure 4.11
The common mode rejection simplifies the acquisition and tracking algorithm by
rejecting common bright areas that might be confused with the target of interest. The
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'!able 4.7·. POI target-baclrground
intensity measurements
--.

0~:

~

l&OWQH

Coauut

Cleu' Day

12.4

145.7

10.75

Clear Nigh'

8.7

185.1

20.3

3.3

81.5

23.7

13.5

181.5

12.5

v-.. 0.2&0-0.360 km

NJ&bt: Via 0..300-0.400 laD

system detects difFerences in polarization states causing bnpt, unpolarized targets to

be rejected upon formation of the PD image. Also, fog ca08e8 polarized light to lea

its polarization state due to its random scattering nature. Weakly polarized targets
are prevented from propagating through the fog while strongly polarized CCMJperative
targets would maintain partial vertical polarization, detectable by the imaging system.

The PDI8JIItelll facilitate& a tarpt aequiaitioll and traddas aJsorithm deaip capable
of hardware implementation using simple thresholding techniques. The simplicity of

design and implementation enables a low-power, compact sylltem to be CODBtracted
and installed in a helicopter where power, weight and space are limited.

It was noted daring the expa bueut that the PDI system did not pruride a

n~

ticeable iDcrP.aae of the visual detection raage of the active target when compared

to staDdard visible imaging. The primary advaatage of this system is the hip eommon mode rejection and the inherent target acquisition and tncldng characteristim.
Ultimately, a POI-baaed system could be used to decreue the visual workload and

increase the detection efticiency of a pUot trying to detect the approach lights iD a

fos.
The benefits of a PDI-bued system are its ease of implementation, low COlt,

mp COIIIIDOD

mode rejectioa, low-power requin!llleats,

c:ompll£t

me, ud iDiaaeat
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Figure 4.11: Horizontal, vertical, and polarization difference images: Daytime visibility 0.250-Q.350km

acquisition and tracking features. A proposed PDI system has been designed and is
presented in Chapter -5.

4.2.3

Infrared Imaging (1-2.5JLm)

Images of the targets in the SWIR region, 1-2.5JLm, captured under moderately foggy

-daytime -conditions, had mucli better e-ontrast rati-os than th-o..o;;e eapturoo in the visible spectrum. Under these conditions, the SWIR images had contrasts of 2.19 and
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1.52 for the lights and element, respediwly, compared to the visible imapa that
auaiaed a maximum contrast of 0.534. SWIR camem performance was poor UBder
nighttime fog conditions achieving a contrast of 1.07, well below the performance of

the other ayatems. The tarpt and bac:qroUDd inte118itiea used to calculate the SWIR
image contrast are giwn iD Table 4.8. The measurements denoted by a '-' represent
unintentional omis&ioDR.

Table 4.8·. SWIR target-background inteoaity meuurements
~

BlldEpouud

lSOWQR

SOOWQB

3kWEiem

Clear Day

112.9

-

220.3

222.2

ClearNi&)lt

-

-

-

-

Day: Vis 0.2&0-0.350 Jan

76.1

242.7

242.7

191.5

116.5

241.1

241.1

116.5

N'acbt:

Via 0.300-0.400 laD

The performance discrepancy is evident in the SWIR images captured dwiDg the

day and Dipt ooaditions. This is aUribuMd to problema .-ociaMd with lens calibration in the 1-2.5#-&m and 1-5.9pm regions encountered duriDJ the field trials. The
Mitsubishi mid-IR camera and Applied Physic's leas combiDation required manual
calibration. A uniform temperature tarpt must be placed in front of the APS lens
du.rillg ailibration, preventing internal retlections and i.map cliatortion. Unfortu-

nately, this problem wu not discovered until after the cameras bad been mumed.
Additional testiDg is required to verify these randts and confirm IR im"'ing perfor-

mance in the SWIR region. The captured imapa still provided repreaentations of the
actiw targets with

80IDe

minor distortion. SWIR imap captured duriug nighttime

fog conditions with the distortion is shown iD Figure 4.12. The calibration problems

encountered in the 1-2.5pm and 1-5.9pm regions were not encoUDtered in any other
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Figure

4.12~

SWIR image of the targets under nighttime fog conditions

spectral region.

Overall, imaging in the SWIR region in moderate daytime fog was better than
imaging in the

mid-I~

region but not quite as good as imaging in the 1-5.9J,£m band.

It is hypothesized that imaging in the SWIR and l-5.9pm regions would increase

the range at which the targets could be acquired but only marginally at best. This
is evident in the fact that the IR contrast was significantly higher than contrasts
measured in the visible regions under 0.250-0.350 km visibility and that none were

detected in 0.150-0.200 km visibility. H target detection range was the fundamental
consideration, some marginal advantages could be obtained using a matched targetdetection system in the SWIR region. In terms of adding value to commercial offshore

aviation operatioDS, this system prowd too expeDSiw, totaliag llOOk, and provided

little benefit over exiltiq &)&tem&.

4.2.4

Infrared Imaging (1-5.91£m)

Imaging in the 1-5.9pm infrared region used the same camera and lens setup as used

iD the SWIR region with the exception of a

P. fiJter.

This filter, which blocked

radiation above 2.5pm, was removed, making the system sensitive to the entire 15.9pm band. This system ranbd aecoad cweraU in performance under daytime fog

conditions, achieving a contrast of 2.4, behind that of the PDI system but ahead of
the other

imapq systems.

An

iJDa&e captured iD the l-5.9pm npm UDder 0.250-

0.350 Jan visibility conditions is shown in Figure 4.13 and the iDtensity measurements
depicted iD Table 4.9. Meaauremeata reptmzated by a '-' are dae to uaillteatiollal

omi.nons.

'table 4.9: l-5.S,W

'L

-•~

_.. intellllity llleBIAIIeiDellt&

Bldcpouud

tSOWQB

500WQB

3kW Elma

a.ro.

-

-

-

-

a..Ni&bt

8t.O

246.2

246.2

246.2

Dar- VII 0 250-0 3&0 Jan

74..1

250.8

250.8

245.3

Ni&bt: V• 0.300-0.400 laD

29.4

250.8

250.8

250.8

Similar to the diacussion of tile SWIR results, this ayatem provides marginal iDcre881!8

iB the deU!ctioll rep of dae ac:tWe tarpts, beyoDd tllat of the tlte visible«

PDI sys&ems, but would DOt provide added value to o&ihore aviatioD.
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Figur~

4~2~5

4.13: l-5.9ttm

imag~

of the targets

und~

moderate daytime fog -conditions

Infrared Imaging ( 3-5/Lm)

Images in the 3-5J,£m IR region depicted distinct target..c;; under clear daytime, clear
nighttime, and foggy nighttime -conditions.

Th~

imagoo

targ~ts

achieved higher -c on-

trasts than other imaging systems, except the PDI system, as illustrated in Tables 4.2
and -4.3. During

th~ 0.2~.350

km daytime visibility, the

~ttm imag~

rre-orded

contrast ratios of 0.114 and 0.130 for the QH sources and 3000W element, respectively. These measurem~ts wer~ substantially lower than those rreorded in the SWIR

and 1-5.9J.£m images. Figure 4.14 depicts 3-5J.tm images of the active targets under
moderate daytime f-og -conditions. Intensity mea.c;;urements are provided in Table 4.10.
Experiments carried out under the moderate daytime fog oonditions indicated
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Figure 4.14:

3-5~Jm

images of the targets under moderate daytime fog {X}nditions

Table 4..10: .3-5#m target-background intensity measurements
Background

150WQH

500WQH

3kWElem

Clear Day

36.7

255.0

255.0

255.0

Clear Night

77.4

255.0

255.0

255.0

Day: Vis 0.250-0.350 km

72.9

81.2

81.2

82.4

Night: Vis 0.300-0.400 Ian

27.0

251.0

25LO

251.()

that no advantage would be obtained by imaging in the 3-5JJm region compared to
the visible region.

4.2.6

Infrared Imaging ( 4-5,.an)

The images captured in the 4-5pm region under both day and night fog conditions
presented no useful iDformatioD. This system., in comhin•tion with tbeae target&,
performed very poorly under fog conditions and was deemed unsuitable for ofFshore
aviatioa.

4.3

Summary

This field study foUDd Ulat the polarization difl'ereace imaging syatem achieved the

highest ccmtrast tatio in daytime fog c:cmditicms. The PDI &yBtem's high common
mode rejection and inherent target acquisition and tracking features combine to form
a system that could provide auhstaDtial value to the ot&bore aviation iudustly ill

Newfoundland. The l-5.91'm system raoked second overall foDowed by the 1.3-2.5pm
system. ComparisoD8 betwm ibe 1.3-2.5pm aDd 1-5.91'10 reginu, and images iD

other infrared regions suggest that small advantaps caa be obtained from imaging
in these regioDS in day fog conditions. Overall, iDfrared imasing is an expensiw

alternative that provides no additional benefit to ofi'Bhore aviation in fog.
Results indicate that the maximum target detection range would be achieved usiDg
the 1-2.5,.ml and 1-5.9f'ID imaging systeiD8 though additional evidence is required to

support this claim. The increaae in range has not been accurately determined but is

known to be small.
Of the enhanced vision systems tested, the PDI system is the only system tbat
would add ftlue to the helicoptenl lying oftBhore iD fog conditions. The inherent
target acquisition aud tndring features, high common-mode rejection, simplistic im-

plementation, and low coat would provide the baaia for a sophisticated lauding aid iD

Cog. A PDI-bued &)Stem could be u.d to iDdic:ate aad maiDtaiD Jock OD the

legion
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containing the active approach targets. The pilot would seardl a mudl narrower &eld
for a visaal eonfinnation of the approach

upta.

Tbia system would reduee the vi-

sual workload, and increase safety and efficiency of flights to ofFshore oil structures.
Chapter 5 diBcuB&es a p1opoaed design of a PDI-bued taTpt uquiBition ad trading

system.

Chapter 5
A Polarization Difference

I~naging

System
One fundamental advantap of the polarization difl'erence imaging ByB&em over the
other systems iB itR simplicity of imap formation ud inbi!NIIt target

&a~uiaition

and

tracking features. The PD image iB fonned by the subtraction of a horizontally polarized imap from a 'W!Itically polarized imap. A typical aceae coll8istiac of primarily

unpolarized light, when imapd by a PDI system, would form a very dark image
contaiDiag wry low g:taya:ale "9Bium. An active, polarized tarpt or other poluized

source would produce a bright region with respect to other unpolarized regions of

the aceae. The target's locatioll within this scene is detected aad diffelfttiated &om
other aourca~ via a thresholding algorithm.
The dl!llip of a PD imagiug &)Stem capable of target acquisition uad trackillg is
aa inexpensiw, reaUstic objectiw. This chapter focuses on a propoaed de&ip of such

a system in dedicated hardware. The implemeotatioa of this desip a task left • a
future rale&1'dl project in this - - .

n
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Verticaly
Pol.-ized c.nara

Figure 5.1: Phyaical aetup of 'be PDI system

5.1

Design Overview

The PDI system consists of two cameras mounted side-by...aide separated by a small

fixed distance. A wrtically polariziag &Iter is IDOWlted OWl' oae camera leas while •
horizontaUy polarized lens is mounted over the second camera's leaa. The complete
imagiacsystem should be IDOWlted oo a gimbled platform toeusure optimal alipment
between the system and the actiwly polarized target. A second viable alternatiw

would incorporate a aerYOIIIeChaaism to maiataia polarization lock. Both Ngimatioll
alterna,ives permit the system to be used on a moving vehicle. Two standard video
stNamS, in this cue RS-170,

acquisit.ioD and tracldug.

am tranamitted to the procBIIIinc electroaial for target

mt.imately, the electronics output X & y co-ordinates

indicatillg the locatio& of a polariaed tarpt withia the PD syBtem's &eld of view. A

diagram of the high level setup is pnamted in figure 5.1.
An spatial

~

is preaeni between the wnically and laoriaoatally polarized im-

aps due to the physical space occupied by eadl camera. This oftiet is removed by
clippiag the left.moRt mlUJDIIS ill tile -veriicaDy polan.ed image aad Ule riP'=mc&
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columns iD the horizon&ally polarized imap. The horizontally polarized image is
shifted a fixed amount performing a simple image registration. In a commercial a,.
tem, image registration could be implemented using a single lens, eliminating the
need for the additional electronic processing.

Small misalignment errors are introduced into the PD image afteJ' the imap8 are
shifted. In order to minimize thMe erron the separation between the cameraa must
be small relative to the diatance from the ac:ene. In additicm, low-paa1 fllteriDg is

performed to reduce sensor noise and to further mjnjmiR artifacts aad falle targets
produced by the image shift.
Target deteetion is performed using a simple threaholc6Dg teclmique. If a lelion iD

the PD image exceeds some thralhold value, a target baa been located and its (X,Y)
location is produced at the system output.
The design presented iD this chapter is based on camera's WliDg the RS-170 video
staDdard. ID order to tiM:imate au iDdepth dia:usion of 'the PDI aystem desip, it is
n«:

ary to briefly diseUIII the format of the RS-170 video standard.

5.1.1

RS-1 TO

RS-170, as defined by the EIA, is a 525 tiDe, 30 frame per second standard that
defines the tnmsndaion of a monochrome video signal hquently UBed in the US.
This standard includes definition of synchronization,

&c:aD

frequency, wltage levels,

A entire 525 line RS-170 image frame consists of two fields; one field coJUiistins of

all the tm!ll lilies and one &eld ccmaialiDg of all the odd limB. Thull each field wuaiata
of 262.5 liual, of which 20 lines are used for vertical syncbmnization leaving 242.5

tiDes for image inf'onaatioD. The payacale iuteuaity ft111111 are encoc:lal ill wltap
whereas location information is encoded in time.
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Fipre 5.2: TimiD& diagram of the RS-170 wavefonD (Modified from (57})

The RS-170 signal has a IV swing fiom -0.286 to +0.714V. This raqe is specified
by IRE .taeB with 100 IRE= +0.714V aml-40 IRE= -0.286V. Syodmmizatioa iD-

formation is indicated by the 0 IRE to ...40 IRE transitiona while 0 IRE is the blanking

leYel. Blaek is repreamted by 10 IRE while white is rep~eaented by 100 IRE. TIUa iaformatioa, along with the relevaDt timing information, is illustrated in figure 5.2. Tile

RS-170 1ltADdard is well doeumeBted iD many texts and vuioa8 iDformatiw z..,arcea
are available on the web.
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5.3: Circuit deaip of the PDI tupt acquisition and treckins syati!ID

PDI Design

The polarization difference imaging system can be designed into dedicated hardware.

Fipre 5.3 deWls the hiP le'ftl deaip of a PDI tarpt acqui&itioa aad tracldac system.
Both cameras must be synchronized via genlock or other syncbronization function
available on many systems eDBu.riDg thal both video aipals are aliped in lime. Tlte
horizomally and vertically polarized video sipals are traaamitted via 750 co-axial

able and taminatai

U8iB& a 75n

ft!lliatiw load. The 75n load

pn!\'ellta

UIIW8IKed

signal reflectioDa in the co-axial cable.

The horisontally polarized sipal delayed to

res&er &he images. The delay siUfts
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the horizontally polarized image such that it aligns with the vertically polarized im-

ap. A bufl'er with eaable is used to remove syacbronizatioD iaformatioll aad

BOD-

overlapping video data from the two video signals. The enable signal is generated by

the microcontroller wlaen both liaea CODtain valid image informadoa. Each buft'er is
enabled when both video signals achieve a voltage greater than +0.04V or roughly 6

IRE. Samples oC both the veRically and horizoatally polariHd RigaaJs aad the siguala
after bufFer proc:e88ing are illUStrated ia figure 5.4.

The horiaoiM1 aad wrUcal polarized RigaaJs are low-pus &ltend after beiag edi&ed
by the bu8'er. This filter blUIB both images, reduciag any image mjsaUpDM!Ilt and

eliminaUDg aay amall false Wp&a.

After filtering, the signals are subuaded to form the difl'ereace image and thnah-

olded &o detect aay targets pnamt. Should dae 'VOltage exc-d aome predefiued level,
dae target valid liDe is asserted aad tbe IDicrocoDtloUer iaformed that a target laaa
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been detected. The microproce&ROr uses the synchronization information to dt!W.rmiDe

the (X,Y) location of the target within the image. The {X,Y) location is output from
the PDI system and can be integrated into a complete target acquisition and trackiDg
system.

This discussion presented a potential solution Cor the PDI target acquisition and
tracldgg sJ5leiiL This system cau achieve 30 frame& per aenmd and ia capable of beiDg

implemented without additioD&I procesaiDg power. The complete system occupies

Chapter 6
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This work was the first step towards developing research expertise in the field of

ofFshore aviation. The eflideuey of helicopter operations on the Graad Bub is well
below current industry standards due to the high frequency of dense fog and other

adverse meteorological events. Many advaaced technologies have been developed, for
both military and civilian applications, that could increue the safety and ef&cieney
of o&Shore aviatioD operatioDs in iDdemem weather.
In the attempt to initiate research in this &eld, this thesis examined several en-

hanced imaging tedmolopa that bad potential to improve helicop&er flights

OD

the

Grand BaDks. A thorough review of the literature provided details on the cuttiDg-edp

resean:h being conducted worldwide. Scientists and researchers have examined vision
systemB ranging from laser·bued imagers to imaging miUimeter·wave radiometers in

the

hop&~

of allowing tights into zero visibility conditiODS.

It was eVident from the literature that 6ttle &eld work had been completed iD

a marine environment u aevere as that found in Newfoundland. Several companies
interested in having their products tested in this environment sent prototypes for
a t.wo week evaluation period. Two iDfrared cameras, along with an aBJttmeat of

leJUJeB, were obtained and prepared for the vision trials conducted at Cape Race,
Newfonnd 1 and~

Before the trials began, it was nee essary to develop a visibility sensor capable of

quautif'j ing the buetine 'Visibility. A camera-hued

&eii80i

was desiped and tested

over a two month period. This BeiUIOr, which relied oa the fundamental visibility the-

ory, demoD&trated exceUent accuracy whea compared to commercial viaibility Beii801'R

employed at the St. John's Intematimaal Airport. The visibility Bell80r, alcmg with
various other meteorological iDstrumeDt& were uaed to meaaure basetiDe pr.tfounanee

of the varioua enhanced imacmg solutions.
The enhanced vision field trials examined visible, polarization difl'ereace, and sev-

eral infrared imaging systems to determine the ad'VBDtapa and disadvantages of each
system when im&lial active Wpal tluoush fog. PolarizatioB difl'enmce imasial performed quite well during the field trials, producing distinct target imapa in visibilitiar
dowll to 0.250 km. This ayatem demOD&Uated exadleat target acqaisitioD ud tracking characteristics capable of acquiriDg aad tracking the landing lights under various

day fog conditiOD&. It provided

~he

basis for a enhaaced. vision solution designed to

track the approach lights of an offshore structure in fog, providiDg pUota with a small
regioa in which the approach aida are fouad. The PDI sya&em

W118

the ou.ly eahaaced

vision solution examined that would provide value to commercial operatioDS offshore.
A PDI-ba&ed target acquisition and tnuting system is propmed in Chapter 5 •

a potential dedicated hardware solution. lmplemeatation of this solution is left as
future WOIL

6.1

Future Work

This research investigated potential approach• to eohaaci111 vision f'or improved
ofJirhore amtion in viRibiiRy coaditioas. A. with uy reaean:h project, there is always
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additional work to be done in many

area&.

The &eld trials COIIducted at Cape Race were limited to a two week period as

the cameras bad to be returned to the companies. Additional testing is needed to
support the &ndiDp of theBe investiptions aad coufinn the results of

iJnacins in

the 1·2.5pm &Dd l..S.9pm regiODS. These tests should include instruments capable of

measuriDI more specific q characteristial such as liquid water content aad droplet
size distribution. These measuremenw would provide a better source of baaeliue data
oa the fog events and better iDdicaton of iD&ared perf'ormaace iD fog. Unfortuaately,

this equipment waa not available during the course of this project.
The next top:al exteasioa of this research project would iDclude OOIIB~ioa of
the PDI·based target acquisition and tracking system proposed in Chapter 5. This
system should be integrated into a complete heads-up display solution suitable for
additional trials involving human subjects. Human performance in target acqui&ition
aad tracldag in various day fog CODditioBB with aad without the PDI system would

support further dewJopment of this system.
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